L e s s o n 2:
Geography – getting to know the land
1. Outline

a. Getting to know the land: the physical and human geography of Israel
b. Images of Israel and the reality behind them
c. The Bible as guidebook: to what extent does the text reflect the land?

2. Introduction

Israel is of course a lot of different things – a state, a vision, a symbol, the
scenery of history – but most basically, it is a geographical entity, a place,
with distinct characteristics of topography, climate, flora and fauna, and
natural resources. Obviously, traveling in Israel (or living there) is
necessary for one to get a “feel” for the place, to “know” it. On the other
hand, sometimes even traveling or living in a place runs into the problem
of not being able to see the forest for the trees. Through satellite and
aerial photos, of course maps, and written descriptions, we can get a sense
of the big picture, of the lay of the land. This lesson will present some
activities and resources to help accomplish this; however, we hope it will
be just the initial experience of an ongoing practice of turning to the map
to locate and imagine every historical event and personality connected
with Israel.

3. Lesson goals

a. Basic mastery of the map of Israel
b. Attachment to / affection for the map
c. Consciousness of its significance in Jewish history

4. Expanded outline

a. Getting to know the land
i.
“Card game:” pooling knowledge to creating the map from scratch,
comparing to the real map
1. Participants, working in teams or pairs, are dealt a hand of 5 cards
containing names of places in Israel. Remaining cards are piled to
one side. (The three charts of place names appended to this lesson
may be cut up for this purpose). Teams sit around a large blank
space (table or floor). Teams in turn place a card in what they think
is its proper location on the space. If they don’t know the location of
any of their cards, they may place one under the deck and draw a
new one. If they can’t place it, then they pass. The first team to have
placed all its cards wins. Correctness of placement is judged by the
facilitator – or by a judge or team of judges from the group.
ii.
Filling in this outline map with geographical features: rocks or paper
cups for mountains, rope or yarn or paper strips for shorelines,
boundaries, valleys
iii.
Checking results against professional maps, aerial photos
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http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_and_asia/israel.gif - relief
map
http://www.jafi.org.il/geo/map3.htm - general map
http://goasia.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http%3A%2F%2F
www.lib.utexas.edu%2Fmaps%2Fatlas_middle_east%2Fisrael_pop.j
pg – population density map
http://geography.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http://www.
m%2Dw.com/cgi%2Dbin/nytmaps.pl%3Fisrael – general map
http://geography.about.com/library/blank/blxisrael.htm - blank outline
map
http://www.mapot.com/ - Hebrew site, links to many map sites
http://users.erols.com/mwhite28/maplinks.htm - links to many map sites
Note: an excellent on-line biblical atlas may be found at
http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/
iv.

Lecture/discussion on key features of landscape: watershed, fault
line, coasts, desert, water sources. The classic source in English on
the physical geography of Israel is Geography of Israel by Ephraim
Orni. A very concentrated but complete summary of information
about geography and climate can be found on the Library of
Congress Country Studies site:
http://countrystudies.us/israel/34.htm
v.
Personal connections to the map: participants identify sites they feel
a connection to – from personal experience, family/friends, history
vi.
Teams are assigned to plan a Jewish educational day-trip for a
group, based in Haifa, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, or Beersheba; account for
goal and content, timing, potential problems.
b. Image and reality
Reading Mark Twain: In 1867 Mark Twain joined an expedition through
Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa (see map:
http://etext.virginia.edu/railton/innocent/webmap.htm ) and sent back
travel dispatches that were later published in a very popular book, The
Innocents Abroad. His descriptions of Palestine are fascinating, as is his
awareness of the tension between our mythical view of Israel based on our
religious traditions and texts, and the reality on the ground. For example,
in Chapter 48 (http://etext.virginia.edu/railton/innocent/text/chap48.htm )
he makes fun of the contrast between the ugliness of the Kinneret as he
experiences it and the high-flown descriptions of previous pilgrims – and
yet, at the end of the chapter, he too, after all his cynicism, manages to find
spiritual significance and even beauty in the place.
This text can serve as a trigger for a discussion of our own mythical views
of Israel, and of how we navigate between myth and reality.
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5. Thoughts on practical applications in the classroom, materials
It’s interesting to think about the ideology behind maps – for example the
Australians’ – or New Yorkers’ – map of the world; the concept of Jerusalem as
center of the world…
The Israel section of the Country Studies website of the Library of Congress is a
wealth of highly concentrated factual information about Israel, including not
only geography, but economics, demography, history, etc.:
http://countrystudies.us/israel/
Satellite images of Israel and the area:
http://www.intute.ac.uk/sciences/worldguide/html/919_satellite.html
6. Connections to previous and future lessons
This lesson is intended to set a pattern for all future study in the course and set
a tone which we hope will become part of the teaching style of the teachers: to
keep the map of Israel in constant view, and always to seek to ground
learnings – in any discipline – in the ground: always to be conscious of the map
locations of events and personalities
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KATZRIN

BEERSHEBA

JERUSALEM

TEL AVIV

BET SHEAN

HAIFA

ASHDOD

ASHKELON

ACCO

NAHARIA

ROSH HANIKRA

KIRIAT SHEMONA
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ARIEL
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RAMALLAH
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MAALEH ADUMIM

BETHLEHEM

BETAR ILLIT

EFRAT

DEAD SEA

ARAD

MASADA

GAZA

RAHAT

OFAKIM

SDEROT

SODOM

KEREM SHALOM

EILAT

YOTVATA

YAHEL

KETURA

SDE BOKER

PARAN

NITZANA

KADESH BARNEA

EIN GEDI

HAMAT GADER

EIN GEV

MAALOT

SHELOMI

TEFEN

SACHNIN

DIMONA
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TIVON

RISHON LETZION

REHOVOT

YAVNEH

LOD

RAMLE

KIRIAT BIALIK

GIVATAYIM

HOLON

JEZREEL

LOHAMEI HAGETAOT

YAD MORDECAI

HERZLIYA

YOKNEAM

KORAZIM

NAHALAL

ATLIT

SHFARAM

BET SHEARIM

GIVAT BRENNER

REVIVIM

TUL KAREM

SHECHEM

RAFIAH

TZEMACH

ZIPPORI

AVDAT

MEIRON

AMIRIM

KIRIAT GAT

DAN

MEHOLA

GINNOSAR

PORIYAH

MT. TABOR

BNAI BRAK

KFAR HASIDIM

LAVI

SHAAR HAAMAKIM

BET ALFA

HATZERIM

SDOT YAM

EIN HOD

KOCHAV YAIR

MIGDAL HAEMEK

TEL HAI

MAMSHIT

CAESARIA

TABA
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